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The image of an excavator trying to free a 
stuck ship will go down in the history of 
maritime incidents as the most weird 
solution for assisting a grounded ship. But 
it also brought forth, the importance & 
usability of such machinery.

An excavator is generally a large, 
diesel-powered construction machine 
made for digging out earth with its bucket 
to create trenches, holes and foundations. 
It is a staple equipment at every medium to 
large construction jobsites. By swapping 
out the bucket for another attachment, 
excavators can do a lot more like drive 
piles, clear brush, load and dump, grade a 
jobsite and perform other heavy-duty 
tasks.

Typically, these machines are tracked but 
some models also have tyred wheels. In the 
past, excavators required cables or wire 
ropes for their digging power, but now 
hydraulic systems make them more mobile 
and easier to operate. 

Hydraulic excavators consist of two main 
sections, the undercarriage and the house, 
which sits on a rotating platform. The 
house includes the control cabin, the 
counterweight, the engine, the boom, the 

digging arm (JIB) and the bucket. The boom 
extends out from the front of the house 
and meets the digging arm at an articulated 
joint. The bucket or other attachment 
(breaker, auger, grapple, hydraulic 
hammer, etc.) is attached to the end of the 
arm. The operator controls the action of 
the boom, arm and bucket through various 
controls in the cabin but mainly using two 
joysticks.  

Excavators are designed to handle many 

range of sizes. According to major 
Equipment Manufacturers, there are three 
main categories:

• Standard excavators are best for bulk 
earthmoving and heavy lifting 
applications. 

• Midi excavators can be used when a 

requires something more powerful than 
a mini excavator.

• Mini excavators are versatile machines 

good for activities such as digging 
trenches, removing stumps and minor 
demolition projects when jobsite space 
is tight.

The most common excavator types are: 
Crawler Excavators

Excavators



A crawler's chain track system allows it to 
excel at digging trenches and mining 
purposes.

Unlike other large excavators that run on 
wheels, crawlers run on large two endless 
tracks. Crawlers are often used in mining 
and heavy-duty construction jobs. Also 
known as compact excavators, these 
excavators use hydraulic power 
mechanisms to lift heavy debris and soil. 
Their chain wheel system allows them to 
slide down and scale hills with less risk, 
making them suitable for grading hilly 
areas and landscaping uneven terrain. 
While slower than other excavators, 
crawlers provide overall greater balance, 

Crawler excavators are widely used in 
construction work, such as digging 
trenches, holes and foundations, as well as 
for handling materials, moving earth, 
demolition, dredging, etc. Other 
attachments adapt the crawler excavator 
for boring, ripping, crushing, cutting and 
lifting.

Dragline Excavators

A dragline excavator is a piece of heavy 
equipment used in civil engineering and 
Surface mining. Draglines fall into two 

broad categories: those that are based on 
standard, lifting cranes, and the heavy units 
which have to be built on-site. Most crawler 
cranes, with an added winch drum on the 
front, can act as a dragline. These units (like 
other cranes) are designed to be 
dismantled and transported over the road 

Draglines used in civil engineering are 
almost always of this smaller, crane type. 
These are used for road, port construction, 
pond and canal dredging, and as pile 
driving rigs.

Suction Excavators

A suction excavator using a high-pressure 
vacuum for underground project. Also 
known as vacuum excavators, these 
excavators feature a suction pipe capable 
of letting air providing up to 400 

water jet to loosen the ground. The pipe, 
which contains sharp teeth at the edge, 
then creates a vacuum that carries away 
soil and debris up to 200 miles per hour. 
A suction excavator is ideal for delicate 
underground applications, as it can reduce 
the chance of damage by more than 50 
percent.



Long Reach Excavators

A long reach excavator uses its extendable 
arm. As its name suggests, a long reach 
excavator features a lengthier arm and 
boom sections. The design allows for better 
operation in hard-to-reach locations. 
Instead of excavating ditches, the high 
reach excavator is designed to reach the 
upper stories of buildings that are being 
demolished and pull down the structure in 
a controlled fashion. It has largely replaced 
the wrecking ball as the primary tool for 
demolition. Ultra-high reach demolition 
excavators (UHD) are demolition 
excavators with several tens of meters of 
reach. The excavator’s extendable arm can 
reach over 100 feet horizontally.

These excavators are best used for 
demolition projects like structural 
crumpling and breaking down walls and 
applications that are over a body of water. 

arm to perform additional jobs such as 
shearing, crushing, and cutting.

Backhoe Excavators

A backhoe is an excavation machine 
comprised of a standard tractor base that 
supports a digging bucket on the end of a 
jointed two-part arm. The opposite side of 
the backhoe will often have a front loader 
attachment (in which case the backhoe is 
technically called a “backhoe loader”), so 
the seat swivels 360 degrees to allow the 
operator to face whichever side is being 
used at the time.

The part of the backhoe arm which is 
attached to the tractor is called the boom, 
and the segment that holds the digger 
bucket is called the dipper or dipper-stick. 
The pivot that connects the boom and 
dipper is called the kingpost. There is a 
wide variety of attachments available for a 
backhoe, like drills, hammers, rippers, 
rakes, breakers, and more. The front loader 

plow, and forklifts. In some cases, a 
backhoe can even serve as a crane by 
looping the straps of a lifted object over the 
dipper stick.

Backhoe excavators are backhoe loaders 
with an excavator boom attachment on the 
back of the machine. On the front of the 
backhoe is a large bucket or blade used to 
push, level and move soil and other 
materials. The excavator arm on the rear of 
the backhoe functions the same way as a 
standard excavator, except rather than 



rotating a full 360 degrees, backhoes only 
rotate 200 degrees.

Power Shovel Excavators

Power shovel consists of a revolving deck 
with a power plant driving and controlling 
mechanisms, sometimes a counterweight, 
and a front attachment, such as a boom or 
crane, supporting a handle with a digger at 
the end. The whole mechanism is mounted 
on a base platform with tracks or wheels. 
Power shovels are used principally for 
excavation and removal of debris.

Mechanical cable-operated shovels apply 
engine power to the base and to the 
attachment by means of clutches, gears, 
shafts, winch drums, and cable. Electric 
cable-operated shovels have several 
electric motors supplied with current by a 
power line, or more rarely, by a deck- 
mounted generator, replacing the engine 
and most of the clutches, gears, and shafts 
of the mechanical shovel. Hydraulic shovels 
have engine-driven pumps to provide 
pressure for rams and motors. Mechanical 
shovels may include some electrical or 
hydraulic functions.

Wheeled excavators

Wheeled Excavators are just as powerful 
and productive as tracked excavators. 
Wheeled excavators work really well for 
roadside work because they are more 
manoeuvrable than tracked excavators. 
Zero-tail swing models can work in a single 
lane without any problems. They do not 

a tracked machine. Uneven ground can be 
a problem for them. They excel in urban 
areas. Wheeled excavators can be used for 
a wide variety of applications — scrapyard 
work, road work, material handling, waste 
handling, utility installation, just to name a 
few.

Mini Excavators



A mini excavator can be a tracked or 
wheeled vehicle with an approximate 
operating weight from 0.7 to 8.5 tonnes. It 

and features independent boom swing. 
Mini excavators are tracked machines 
about the same size as a typical skid-steer, 

They include a heavy-duty arm that 
interfaces with a wide range of 
attachments (although most frequently 
shown with a bucket) and a mounted 
blade. To be considered a mini excavator, 
the machine will usually weigh less than 
10,000 pounds, or 5 tons, although this rule 
is not strictly followed.

Skid Steer Excavators

A skid steer excavator uses a forward- 
facing bucket to remove spread out debris. 
Unlike standard excavators, skid steers 
have booms and buckets that face away 
from a driver. This orientation allows the 
attachments to reach over the cab instead 
of around it, making them useful in more 
narrow areas and manoeuvring tricky 
turns.

They are often used for digging pools, site 
cleaning, residential work, and debris 
removal, where space is more limited, and 
objects are spread out apart.

Amphibious Excavator

An amphibious excavator is a type of 
excavator that can perform dredging while 

excavator is better adapted for removing 
salty clay, clearing silted trenches, 
swampland operation, and shallow water 
operation than traditional barge-mounted 
dredgers. It is mainly used for dredging 
work.

 Excavator Attachments and Parts

An excavator's parts include the bucket, 
arm, boom, cab, engine, counterweight, 
and track frame.
An excavator’s design allows the 
construction equipment to be used for 
many versatile purposes. Hydraulic 
cylinders, booms, arms, and attachments 
provide digging and holding functionalities, 
while a house-like cab provides the driver 
with controls to direct the excavator. A 
rotating platform and wheels provide the 
necessary mobility to lift and remove 
debris from the work site.

Excavators use a variety of hydraulic 

In addition to a bucket, other common 
attachments include an auger, breaker, 
grapple, auger, lamp, and quick coupler.



Buckets
Buckets are the most common attachments seen on excavators. These steel attachments 
have teeth-like edges that can provide digging and scooping capabilities. Buckets come in 

stones — and trenching buckets, which are used to dig trenches.

Auger
Attaching an auger allows you to bore into the ground. Powered by hydraulic circuits, these 
helical attachments have the ability to reach over objects and drill deep holes. Augers come 

from 4 inches to 50 inches in length and can dig up to 32 feet.

Breaker
Breakers are similar to jackhammers but are much larger in size. With the ability to provide 
up to 1000 pounds of impact energy, these attachments are used to break into tougher 
surfaces like stone and concrete.

Clamp
Clamps allow excavator operators to pick up large materials such as tree stumps and 
concrete that are too oversized for a bucket. The attachments can be used with buckets or 
as pieces in a grapple. Clamps are easy to attach and detach from excavators.

Coupler
Couplers allow you to quickly switch between tools and attachments without a crew. This is 



2. LIGHTS: Headlights, hazard lights, brake 
lights should be properly working. 

3. BRAKES: Similar to tyres, oversized load 

Ensure all brake functions and 
components are in good shape & do not 
result in uneven braking that may put 
the trailer/truck at risk of swinging/ 
dragging

4. LASHING/TIE-DOWN POINTS: Check the 
load's required point numbers, their 
physical & strength condition, and 
spacing. These points should provide 
proper angles to lashing chains/wires 
and as such should be inspected 
properly. 

5. WEIGHT: Ensure that tie-down working 
load limits add up to equal or at least 
half the weight of load.

6. While most equipment requires four 
tie-down points, and most operations 
concede to that number, some heavy 
equipment requires even more. Any 
machine with attachments or 
appendages must have those 
attachments removed and separately 
secured, meaning now a minimum of 

SAFETY POINTS that can be incorporated 
for safe transport of such equipment: 
1. Designate Duties: Before actual loading 

occurs, the team should have a clear 
understanding of who is in charge of 
what. Like, driver will drive the 
equipment, but an additional hand as 
spotter is also required to give hand 
signals and direct the driver up the 
ramp and onto the trailer bed as it is 
likely that driver may not have a clear 
line of sight to do so themselves.

a loading procedure is on the docket. 

  ROAD TRANSPORTATION

A load is only as strong as its weakest link. 
And those weak links often come not 
because a basic heavy equipment loading 
procedure was not followed, but because it 
was — just in a rushed, half-hearted, or 
passive way.

Loading heavy equipment safely is not just 
about driving a new dozer up the ramp, 
looping in a few chains, and sending it on 
its way. There are few more important 
points of consideration to ensure load is 
reliably and legally transported.

Pre-loading inspection of carrying truck/ 
trailer
1. TYRES: Assess the condition of 

trailer/truck tyres, notably for tyre 
pressure. Multi-ton machines take a toll 
on tyre air pressure and will quickly 



No drifting personnel or other vehicles 
should interrupt loading operations, 
which are generally unsafe to stop once 
they have started.

2. Clean the Ramp and Trailer: Ramps and 
trailer bed should be as dirt, oil, and 
debris-free as possible, especially if they 
are metal. This will ensure the loaded 
equipment has as much traction as 
possible to move up its ramp. A clean 
ramp and trailer bed also means a dry 
one, clear of ice, snow, oil and water. If 
still there are concerns about 
equipment smoothly moving up ramps, 
consider employing ramp friction 
devices during this step.

3. Loading Area (Non-factory): Pick an 
uninhabited and even space to set up 
the ramp and perform heavy 
equipment loading. Ensure that the 
actual ground in the loading area is 
compact enough to bear the full weight 
of loaded trailer. After rain or during 
seasons with thaw, the combined 
weight of these two vehicles has the 
potential to cause sinkage.

4. Machine/Ramp Line-Up: Loading as well 
as unloading operation must be carried 
out slow and steady. With the driver in 
the cab and a spotter positioned in plain 
view, begin driving the heavy 
equipment up the cleared ramp and 
onto the transportation vehicle's deck. 
It must be kept in mind that during the 
ramp movement, the machine's center 
of gravity will shift. This is the most 
dangerous part of the loading process, 
with the equipment's weight caught 
momentarily in a point of limbo, the 
loading process must be done 
cautiously & in proper day light or under 

proper lighting. It must also be 
accounted that when the heavy load is 

truck/trailer bed, the majority of the 
equipment's weight should be 
distributed toward the front of the 

transit.

5. Lashing down heavy Equipment:
 
LASHING MATERIAL

1. If using, steel chains:
 • Ensure that the chains are of 

adequate strength & not a 
combination of various chains

 •  Ensure that the chain links are not 
rusty or are welded/repaired

 •  Ensure that the shackles - if being 
used – are of adequate strength

 •  Ensure that the turnbuckles are of 
adequate strength & are not 
welded/repaired

 •   Ensure that the turnbuckles threads 
are not rusty & can stand requisite 
tightening

 • Ensure that adequate number of 
chains, shackles & turnbuckles are 
available with truck/trailer

2. If using, steel wires for cross-lashings
 •  Ensure that steel wire ropes are of 

adequate strength
 •  Ensure that steel wire ropes are not 

 •  Ensure that steel wire does not  
have sharp kinks

 •  Ensure that steel wires are of 
adequate length

3. If using, wire rope grips (Bulldog grips) 



with steel wires 
 • Ensure that the wire rope grips are of 

adequate strength
 • Ensure that the wire rope grips are of 

adequate size – neither small, nor 
large

 • Ensure that the threads of the wire 
rope grips are not rusty & can stand 
requisite tightening

LOAD-OUT
1. Ensure that there is NO overloading of 

vehicle
2. Ensure that the C.O.G. of equipment 

should be as close as possible to 
centreline of carrying vehicle

3. There must be a high level of friction 
between the load and the loading 
surface and between the loading units 
(plate transport). The dynamic friction 
factor μ must be known

4. Wherever required, to place wooden 
dunnage under CRAWLER wheels to 
increase friction factor up to 0.3 OR 
rubber pads to increase friction factor 
up to 0.6

5. Wherever required, use welded 
stoppers for securing equipment for 
preventing side slippage of equipment

6. The load must be able to withstand a 
higher pre-tensioning

7. Any EXTRA-WIDE cargo, the widest 
edges must be highlighted by FLASHERS 
or HIGH VISIBILITY paints – Same goes 
for any part of equipment – if projected 
out of length of vehicle

LASHING
1. Ensure & decide upon IDEAL method of 

lashings for each equipment – some 
equipment requires chains while other 
require nylon belts of adequate strength

2. Ensure that the lashing points must be 
suitable for the load

3. Minimum eight-point lashings should be 
on EACH equipment

 • Two TIE-DOWN lashings with 
appropriate packing between chains 
& the equipment body

 • One CROSS-LASHING at front end
 • One CROSS-LASHING at rear end

4. ARM of each equipment to be duly 
secured using nylon belts

 • The belts should make a LOOP around 
the arm & then tightened with trailer 
frame

 • Such belt lashing should be as close as 
possible to the ELBOW of the arm

 • The belt should be provided with 
adequate cushioning at sharp edges – 

 •   The belts should be of ideal strength & 



without damages, grease & shredding
5. Independent bucket/accessory is duly 

lashed using best available methods
6. Cabin is duly secured to prevent any 

pilferage & is covered with tarpaulins in 
inclement weather conditions/ 
monsoons. Such tarpaulin is duly 
secured with belts/nylon ropes.

Additional Precautions
Map the most linear route & discuss with 
driver: Roads, enroute weather conditions, 
overhead obstructions, road widths and 
bridges analysis for the safest 
over-dimensional cargo transportation, 
especially in rural areas. The least number 

terrain encountered by the driver, the 
better.

Immobilize Equipment Wheel 
Components: When shipping equipment to 
hilly terrains or when inclement weather is 
expected during the transit, usage of 
wedges, chocks, or cradles against 
equipment wheels, securing them in place 
and preventing them from rolling on deck 
should be considered. This will also 
strengthen defences against the following 
weight-distribution forces that naturally 
occur during transport:
1. Forward Force : 80 percent of 

vehicle weight gets applied when 
braking during transport

2. Rearward Force : 50 percent of 
vehicle weight gets applied when 
accelerating, shifting gears, or 
reversing

3. Upward Force : Up to 20 percent 
gets applied when driving uphill or over 
bumpy terrain

4. Sideways Force : 50 percent gets 

applied when turning, lane changing, or 
braking while turning

designated on the road with proper 
banners, signs, and lights. In the most 
extreme cases, escort vehicles may also be 
required.

Industry safety standards recommend the 
following as inspection benchmarks while 
heavy cargo is enroute:

transit
2. Once every 150 kilometres or once 

for long-distance hauls.
3. In relay driver mode, at every change of 

duty or change of driver station. Have 
the new driver run a full inspection 
themselves, then document that 
inspection in a log.

Safely unloading construction equipment 
rounds out the compliant transportation 
process. As with other protocol, there are 
key steps and risk-mitigation strategies to 

1. Clear and Level the Unloading Site: 
Before the loaded truck/trailer even 
arrives, it is prudent to review and clear 
the designated unloading area at the 
receiving yard. Just as during the loading 
process, wet and muddy ramps and 
uneven unloading ground make this 
part of the operation much harder than 
necessary.

2. This does not stop at just clearing away 
dirt and debris but also alert unloading 
personnel so that only relevant crew 
members are in the area when the 



transport vehicle arrives.
3. Do a Walk Through: Guide the loaded 

truck/trailer to its exact unloading area. 
Once the vehicle is parked, have the 
ramp clean and ready for deployment. 
Line it up with the rear of the trailer bed 
as methodically as possible, taking time 
to match joints and eliminate any gaps 
between the trailer and the ramp. Once 
the machinery begins backing up there 
will be no time to repositioning.

condition survey. Look over the 
equipment and its lashings to ensure 
their health. Review roles with 
personnel, appointing a spotter and an 
equipment driver just like during the 
loading process and before beginning to 
undo the chain lashings/strap points. It 
is highly unsafe to undo straps and 
chains if the load has shifted, even 
minutely. In such case all attending 
personnel will have to draw up a custom 
unloading plan.

5. Never ever rush these operations, even 
if everything seems in place. It never 

be methodical.

6. Free the Load: Chains and tie bounds 
should be undone one at a time, 
beginning with the rear corners. 
Unravelling excess chain that may have 
been wrapped around the links, then 
begin with tie downs with their bottle 
screw tighteners.

7. Slowly Back the Heavy Equipment Down 
the Ramp: Ensure to maintain a safe 
distance between the piece of 
equipment and its spotter. The 
equipment driver's visibility may 
become hindered, so position the 
spotter in a way where they are 
accessible but out of harm's way. All 
attention should remain on safely 
driving it down the ramp.

inspection of all equipment, the 
transport vehicle, anchor points, and 
tools before releasing the truck/trailer. 
Document the conclusion of the 
transport for completing the safe and 
legal transport of heavy cargo.



Excavator unloading gone wrong

Wrong method of attempting loading
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QUESTION OF THE MONTH

LAST MONTH'S QUESTION

LAST MONTH'S ANSWER:

CORRECT ANSWERS SENT BY: (In order of replies received)
• VIVEK JOSHI - vivekrohi9999@gmail.com, Hyderabad
• P LAKSHMI PRASANNA - Dr. Reddy's Laboratories Ltd., Hyderabad
• RAMESH TIRUNAGARI – Prudent Brokers.
• CHIRAG SHAH – Unison Insurance Broking Services Pvt. Ltd., Ahmedabad
• CHANDNI MEHTA - Probitas Insurance Brokers Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai
• HEMA RAGHAV - Optima Insurance Brokers Pvt Ltd., New Delhi
• SHALAKA MARU - UltraTech Cement Ltd.
• SOHAG PARIKH - Cadila Healthcare Ltd., Ahmedabad
• AZAD KUMAR - UIB Insurance Brokers (India) PVT. Ltd., Mumbai
• BHARAT BHUSHAN - Optima Insurance Brokers Pvt Ltd., New Delhi

“While loading a new excavator  which was moving on its power, the equipment 

was found that the excavator’s brakes had failed due to failure of hydraulic 
brake hose. Is the claim tenable under Inland Transit Clause A 2010 & if so why?”

What is eutrophication?

The process of becoming more nutrient and mineral rich of stagnant water bodies. 
This sometimes cause harmful to earth or water or marine life due to the speedy 
formation of Algae blooms. As we know some algae produce harmful toxins.
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